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Summary. Methods for aligning protein sequences need a priori de ned similarity mea-

sures on the set of all possible sequences. Usually, these are based on substitution matrices with scores for all possible exchanges of single amino acids. The underlying model of
protein evolution is a Marcovian process where substitutions in a polypeptide chain accumulate independently of both, time and position (the i.i.d.-assumption). The resulting
\log-odds" matrices are derived from empirical data [2],[13],[1],[6], [5], from analyses of
the chemical properties of the side chains [4],[9],[12], from secondary structural propensities of amino acids [8],[10], or from genetic code [3].
We propose still another approach (related to the methods of deriving the matrices from
empirical data) based on calculating frequencies of sites (or, more general, pairs of sites
at a given distance) where given sets of amino acids can be observed. Using appropriate
statistics, we derive scores not only for pairs of amino acids but also for \amino acid
pro les". More generally, we derive scores for pairs of pairs of pro les at a given distance
which means a relaxation of the i.i.d.-assumption for the evolution at di erent sites. Consequently, we believe our approach to be particularly useful when searching for signi cant
local similarity indicating conserved fragments.
Approach. Let MN;k = ( si() )i=1;::;N ; =1;::;k (si() 2 A [ f g; k; N 2 N) be
a family of N multiply aligned sequences s1; ::; sN of length k, whose entries come from
the union A [ f g of some nite alphabet A (for example, the set of the 20 amino acids
occuring in proteins) enlarged arti cially by the \gap letter" f g. For any such sequence
family and any site  2 f1; ::; kg, we consider the set A() := A \ f si() j i = 1; ::; N g
of amino acids occuring at that site.
For every subset T  A, we calculate the number of sites  2 f1; ::; kg in MN;k which comprise exactly the letters contained in T . We estimate its probability simply by the relative
frequency of sites in the multiple alignment with T as \their exact letter set". Because
only some part of the \theoretically complete" multiple alignment, which comprises all
members of the family, is available, we are even more interested in the probability P (S )
of observing at least a subset S  T at a site. Hence, we consider the relative frequency of
all sites  in the multiple alignment with S  A() - in particular for subsets S consisting
of a few elements, only.
To align some new sequences to an aligned set of sequences, the conditional probability
P (S j S0) of observing some set S under the condition that a subset S0 of S is observed
already, is also important. It is estimated by the fraction of the corresponding (relative)
frequencies.
We now derive the correlation between two subsets S1; S2 by comparing the product
of the conditional probabilities P (S1 j S0) and P (S2 j S0) with the conditional probability
P (S1 [ S2 j S0 ) of the union of S1 and S2 under the condition S0. They are positively
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(negatively) correlated relative to S0 , if the relative frequency of sites comprising S1 [ S2
is signi cantly larger (resp. smaller) than the corresponding product.
At present, we have investigated just one databank [11] containing multiple protein
sequence alignments (based of their 3 dimensional coordinates) using this approach. We
have obtained a substitution matrix which does t somehow with some \commonly used"
matrices as PAM, blossum etc. Because we count sites which comprise a speci c subset
of amino acids and do not take any account of multiplicities of the amino acids, the
diagonal of the substitution matrix is calculated as the relative frequency of occurence of
the corresponding amino acid. We have also derived scores for \amino acid pro les".
In addition, we consider for pairs ;  + d of sites (for small d 2 N) the set of pairs
A(; d) := A  A \ f (si(); si( + d)) j i = 1; ::; N g of amino acids occuring at site 
and  + d.
Analogous to the approach outlined above, one can estimate the conditional probability
Pd (R j R0 ) of observing at least a subset R := R1  R2  A  A at a pair of sites at
distance d under the condition that R0 := R01  R02 (R0i  Ri (i = 1; 2)) has been observed
already, by the fraction of the corresponding (relative) frequencies. To obtain correlations,
one has to compare the product of the conditional probabilities computed for some subsets
R1 ; R2 (relative to the same subset R0 ) with the conditional probability associated with
their union R1 [ R2.
In a rst step, we calculated the most basic correlation coecients relative to values
d = 1; 2; : : : ; 6 which are of the form
Pd ( fi; j g  fi; hg ) :
P ( fig )  P ( fj; hg )
Because the investigated databank is quite small, we also have clustered the amino acids
with respect to their chemical properties to infer reasonable correlation coecients. We
intend to develop pairwise and multiple alignment procedures based on ((almost) gapless)
fragment alignment using the correlation coecients derived from the statistics outlined
above.
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